Internationally Acclaimed Tango Masters from Argentina

Come learn the soul of tango from masters who have been continuously
teaching and performing around the world since 1975. Experience this rare
opportunity on their inaugural visit to the Central Coast.
No partner or experience required.
Monday, September 15 th
7:00 – 8:30 pm

Tango Level I

Fundamentals of movement and partnership – the foundation of the
dance.
Mastery of these fundamentals makes more advanced
elements and combinations possible.

8:30 – 10:00 pm

Tango Level II

Go beyond your exiting basic skills, opening more options while
interpreting the music and expressing the elegance and passion of
salon style tango.

Tuesday, September 16 th
7:00 – 8:30 pm

Tango Level I

Continue developing basic skills and honing technique.

8:30 – 10:00 pm

Vals

The “Argentine Waltz.” Tango technique is used dancing to music in 3/ 4 time. This is a fun
variation on tango using a similar but different style of music.

Cost: $20 per person per class. Register for more than one class at a time and save:
2 for $35, 3 for $50, or 4 for $60. Students save an additional $5 with ID.
SLO Veterans’ Hall, 801 Grand Ave., SLO
Near Grand Ave. and Monterey St.
For more info: (805) 783-0569
About Argentine Tango
Argentine Tango is more than just a dance, it is a way of moving.
It is a passionate and sensual communication between two
people, a way of interpreting the music, of moving together, of
expressing feelings. Tango is improvised, so there are no
sequences of steps that each dancer must learn by rote. Instead,
they learn to communicate with each other throughout every
step of the dance. All you need to learn to dance Tango is the
ability to walk, listen to the music and listen to your partner.

